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Art by Monica Trinidad

WRIT 1622: Rhetorics and Literacies of Mutual Aid
Fall 2022
Instructor: Logan Middleton
Please Call Me: Logan (he/him)
E-mail: logan.middleton@utoronto.ca
Class Location: Gregory Hall 9

CRN: 2047
Tues./Thurs.: 11.00a-12.50p
Office: English Building, 4th Floor
Office Hours: Thurs., 11.00a-12.00p

Note: This syllabus is interactive! Please read and respond to it before our first class so we can
better discuss and negotiate how we want to work together this semester. In addition, your
responses will help me better support your learning and growth over the next 10 weeks.
Course Description:
As the COVID-19 pandemic has made abundantly clear, U.S. infrastructure is neither able to
sustain nor support everyday people. Whether through unemployment, housing crises, financial
despair, student debt, healthcare woes, and/or the violent tides of policing and mass
incarceration, many individuals and communities have struggled to make ends meet. This
reality has been especially true for racialized, queer, trans, poor, immigrant, and/or disabled
individuals.
In the face of ongoing uncertainty, trauma, and violence, how can we best show up for each
other and keep each other safe? One possible answer lies with mutual aid.
According to scholar-activist Dean Spade (2020), mutual aid is “the radical act of caring for each
other while working to change the world.” As a collective set of theories, tools, and practices—
the likes of which have long been enacted by Black and Indigenous communities before the
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advent of COVID-19—mutual aid is designed to support communities in ensuring that everyone
has what they need to survive and thrive.
In this course, we will explore the theory and praxis—or putting theory into action—of mutual
aid as it relate to our social worlds. In the next 10 weeks, we’ll explore the connections
between structural oppression, writing, rhetoric, and literacy as filtered through the lens of
mutual aid. To do so, we’ll mostly be engaging with the work of Black, Brown, Indigenous,
queer, disabled, and/or trans writing studies scholars and abolitionists. So too will we
collaborate with Denver-based, on-the-ground, mutual aid groups working to address racial
justice and economic, housing, and food insecurity in our local communities. In doing so, we’ll
better understand what it means to engage ethically and relationally in an increasingly
precarious landscape—as well as what it means to change these worlds for the better.
Student Learning Outcomes for WRIT 1622: Rhetorics and Literacies of Mutual Aid:
After completing this course, students will be (better) able to:
•

Demonstrate practical knowledge of the concept "rhetorical situation," through the
abilities both to analyze and to write effectively in different kinds of situations.

•

Demonstrate proficiency with basic elements of rhetorical analysis (such as logos, ethos,
and pathos) in a range of texts, and the application of that facility in their own writing.

•

Demonstrate the ability to produce writing that effectively provides evidence and
reasoning for assertions, for audiences of educated readers.

•

Demonstrate the ability to incorporate and attribute or document source material in
rhetorically effective ways.

•

Demonstrate the ability to use feedback to revise their own writing and the ability to
provide useful feedback to others.

•

Demonstrate the ability to edit and proofread their writing.

•

Demonstrate a tentative understanding of the relationships between writing, rhetoric,
literacy, and mutual aid—as theory and praxis.

What you're reading above is what I’ve set out as goals for this course. Your objectives,
however, may or may not match my desires for this course. What do you personally want to
learn and/or achieve in this class?
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Major Course Assignments
Assignment I: Pod Mapping: This assignment asks you to map out a “pod” for yourself, as
articulated by Mia Mingus and the Bay Area Transformative Justice Collective. For this project,
you’ll mobilize what you’ve learned so far about writing, community, and structural oppression
to chart your own relationships of trust and accountability to others in your social worlds. In
addition to writing (and illustrating) your pod, you’ll also compose a 900 to 1,350-word
reflective memo (~2-3 pp.) that details your process work in mapping your pod as well as how
you applied the principles of writing and rhetoric we’ve discussed in class so far. Do note that
we will discuss and review the pod map as a genre during our class time.
—Project Assigned: Tuesday, September 15
—Project Due: Thursday, September 29
***
In the cooperative and non-hierarchical spirit of mutual aid, you’ll be working in “collectives”—
small groups of three to four students—for assignments II, III, and IV. In this sequence of
connected and scaffolded assignments, each collective will be working with a local, Denver
mutual aid group. If there’s something that’s making it difficult for you to carry out or complete
work in your collective, please get in touch with your groupmates and/or me as soon as
possible.
***
Assignment II: Power Analysis: Each of your collectives is required to perform a power analysis
pertaining to your chosen Denver mutual aid group. As an “activist strategy tool [developed by]
feminist organizers” (Stoica, Bayley, Branch-Watkins, & Fitzsimmons, 2021), power analyses
allow individuals to trace institutional, submerged, and people power in relation to community
organizations and social change. Once you’ve touched base with members of your target
mutual aid group, you will write this analysis as a collective (1,350-1,800 words or ~3-4 pages).
As individuals, you will compose your own 900 to 1,350-word reflective memo (~2-3 pp.)
detailing your process in developing this power analysis and how you applied to your work
those principles of writing, rhetoric, and mutual aid we’ve discussed in class so far. Do note that
we will discuss and review the power analysis as a genre during our class time.
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—Project Assigned: Tuesday, October 4
—Peer Response: Thursday, October 13
—Project Due: Thursday, October 20
Assignment III: Needs Analysis: Much like the power analysis, this assignment will be
collaboratively written. Here, you will identify through writing possible needs, strengths, and
areas for potential improvement regarding your assigned mutual aid group. While the needs
analysis (1,350-1,800 words or ~3-4 pages) will be collectively written, individual students will
be asked to write their own reflective memo (900 to 1,350-words or ~2-3 pp.). As is the case
with our other major course assignments, your work in this memo should touch upon your
composing process and synthesize connections between your needs analysis, writing, rhetoric,
and/or mutual aid. Do note that we will discuss and review the needs analysis as a genre during
our class time.
—Project Assigned: Tuesday, October 18
—Peer Response: Thursday, October 27
—Project Due: Thursday, November 3
Assignment IV: Solidarity Campaign: This cumulative final project builds on your power and
needs analyses from the previous assignments. With your collective, you will enact some sort of
solidarity campaign in cooperation with your local mutual aid group. This mini-campaign can
take whatever form you like so long as (a) it connects to the theory and praxis of mutual aid and
(b) it aligns with the goals and values of your assigned mutual aid group.
In addition to carrying out this work, your collective will be responsible for delivering a 10-12
minute mini-presentation on your solidarity campaign at term’s end. You will also be required
to reflect on your collective and individual labor on the campaign in a reflective memo (1,3501,800 words or ~3-4 pages).
—Project Assigned: Tuesday, October 25
—Peer Response: Tuesday, November 15 and Thursday, November 17
—Project Due: Tuesday, November 22
*Blog Posts: Four times over the course of the semester, you’ll be required to submit
homework in the form of “blog posts,” each about 300-400 words in length, in which you write
a bit about each week’s reading(s).
I describe these responses as blog posts because I envision them as relatively low-stakes, freeflowing, journal-style responses to what we’re reading in class. I also call these responses blog
posts—and deliberately avoid calling them “reading responses,” “response papers,” “reading
reflections,” or other similar terms—because (a) I don’t see them as formal as papers and (b)
genres of writing with these names often present vague and nebulous guidelines for students
(though what blog posts entail are not always obvious either!).
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There are eight opportunities to submit blog posts, but you only need to complete four posts
over the term. So if there are course texts that don’t stand out to you or ones that you don’t
want to write about, you don’t have to. More detailed instructions for each blog post will be
made available through our course site.
We'll talk about these assignments in more detail throughout the semester, but at this point,
what assignment(s) are you most looking forward to? Which one(s) are most worrisome to
you?

Grading Policy
This class uses labor-based grading to review and holistically assess your work. This system of
assessment, which is fleshed out in greater detail on a separate handout, operates from the
understanding that learning always requires labor. While putting time and energy into course
assignments doesn’t always yield “successful” work—satisfying writing genre requirements,
fulfilling all of the assignment criteria, getting “good” grades, etc.—labor-based grading seeks
to honor individual effort put into learning. That is to say, you will be evaluated in this course
based on your work and what you choose to complete as opposed to the actual content of your
submissions.
I believe that this research-supported approach to assessment is beneficial for a number of
reasons. It’s my hope that this system will allow you to focus on learning in this course as
opposed to being overly guided by evaluation and assessment—the likes of which I believe can
often overtake learning as primary goals of education in university spaces. In addition, laborbased grading affords you opportunities to take risks and play with new ideas as a writer and
learner in what I imagine will still be a logistically challenging semester in year three of the
pandemic. From my perspective, this system also helps me, as an instructor, focus my efforts on
responding to you, your writing, and what you’re trying to do in your work as opposed to
evaluating it for a letter grade.
Though I’ve tried to make this grading process as transparent as possible elsewhere, please
don’t hesitate to ask questions if you are ever unclear about my expectations or your work. If I
have major concerns about the work you’re submitting, I will let you know.
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Late and/or Incomplete Work:
Given that we are never only students—many of us are parents, caretakers, workers, and/or
people with complex needs—I understand that work might sometimes be submitted later than
intended. These practices are also incredibly common in academia, as scholars often submit
reports, reviews, article manuscripts, and other documents well beyond institutionally
prescribed deadlines. If you feel as if you won’t submit an assignment on time, please do get in
touch with me. On the whole, late work will be negotiated with students on an individual, caseby-case basis to allow for maximum flexibility.
Attendance and Participation:
Your presence and participation in this course is critical to your success in this class since most
of the course consists of in-class discussion and peer feedback.
That said, I do not keep track of or grade attendance because such guidelines and policies are
inherently ableist. They’re prejudiced against students with mental, physical, sensory, and/or
other disabilities that might prevent them from making it to class—on time or at all. If there’s
something going on in your life that’s regularly making it difficult to participate—whatever that
means to you and whether disability-related or not—please let me know and we can figure out
a workaround that’ll be better for you.
How do you generally participate in your classes? What either helps or encourages you to
participate, and what prevents you from participating more than you do?

Access Statement:
Everyone learns differently and benefits from different kinds of support. Please feel free to
reach out at any point in the semester if you would like to discuss your access needs and how I
can best meet them—whether you have a disability or not. Please do whatever you need to feel
supported in your learning throughout this semester and to communicate those needs to me if
you feel comfortable doing so.
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Statement on Communities and Identities:
In this class, you will undoubtedly be working and be in community with students who differ
from you in terms of identity, whether that’s in terms of gender, race, ethnicity, document
status, sexuality, nationality, language background, age, disability, neurodiversity, and beyond.
Regardless of these differences, you must absolutely respect the attitudes and contributions of
your classmates, even if their perspectives differ from your own. As such, cisheterosexist, racist,
ableist, homophobic, transphobic, and/or xenophobic writing or actions will not be tolerated,
nor will any additional form of harassment. These attitudes, while sometimes borne out of
genuine ignorance, are not only counterproductive to learning but they’re simply unacceptable
and have no place in our learning space—much less anywhere else. Please be respectful of your
peers’ contributions to class and their work, as we will all be working together to promote a
rich learning environment to the extent that we can.
Should we encounter material that might be emotionally challenging or potentially traumatic, I
will provide a content warning in advance. If you find yourself having difficulty dealing with a
particular class topic or reading, feel free to disengage with the material and, if comfortable, try
to let me know about it through correspondence.
Languag(e)(ing) Statement:
The ways in which people are socialized into White Mainstream English and Academic English—
both language varieties that are largely promoted unquestioningly in academia— are often
violent, damaging processes for L2, multilingual, and non-multilingual individuals alike. As such,
I’m open to and encouraging of student work that represents or draws upon your full linguistic
repertoires. That is to say, if you know multiple languages or codes and want to use them, I
want you to know that I wholeheartedly support this decision-making and writing work. If
there’s anything I can do to be more supportive of your language needs, please do let me know
me so I can better support you.
Statement on Multimodality and Genre:
We’ll also discuss this a bit later in the semester, but I recognize that we make meaning beyond
just words; we do so through image, video, sound, gesture, and other means in addition to
written and spoken language. As such, you’re not required to complete the work for this course
through *just* written language or any sort of standardized genre format unless otherwise
specified. You’re welcome to write creatively, journalistically, doodle, illustrate your answers,
or complete assignments through any means you can so long as you respond to them in full.
How best do you learn? Is there anything you'd like me to know about how you learn / course
access related to disability, language, multimodality, or otherwise?
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Academic Integrity and Documentation (Plagiarism):
Giving credit to the sources—including words, phrases, information, and ideas—that appear in
or otherwise inform your work is standard practice in academic writing. Therefore, you must
use a documentation style, such as MLA or APA (see The Purdue OWL Writing Lab for guidance)
in order to avoid plagiarism.
But what actually is plagiarism? University of Denver has high standards of academic integrity
set out in its Honor Code on Student Rights and Responsibilities. In many other university’s
student codes, however, some of the language regarding plagiarism is, itself, plagiarized.
For instance, if you do a phrasal Google search on bits and pieces of language common to most
university plagiarism policies—not University of Denver’s—you can trace this language back to
direct passages from a 1978 legal article’s model policy (Pavela, 1978). However, this
information is not indicated in many university policies on plagiarism either by quotation marks
or citation. Based on these policies’ own definitions, their policies are directly engaging in
plagiarism.
To complicate things further, the above section of text was originally derived from a white
paper that a colleague of mine co-authored with faculty at the Center for Writing Studies at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; I later revised their language a little, but imported it
nearly wholesale into this syllabus. Where a use like this may be punishable under university
policy, reusing boilerplate language without attribution is common in many workplace settings.
So, does that mean you’re excused from any effort toward academic integrity or source
citation? No. It does mean, though, that the reality of authorship is more complicated than it
tends to be represented in policy or understood in terms of compliance and punishment.
There are, in fact, multiple norms for source use, citation, and authorship. It is my
responsibility as your instructor to help you develop sophisticated and flexible understanding
and practices for source use, citation, and authorship, just as it is your own central
responsibility to learn how to understand those norms, to determine what norms are suitable
for a given setting, and to respect those norms in their context of work. Cultivating this
understanding is crucial to our shared goals of creating knowledge, and we will work on
enacting sound practices on this front together. I do not expect you to know and apply all
norms perfectly the first time, but I do expect you to take responsibility for learning them.
Later in the term, we will speak about academic and course-specific norms. Because it is so
important, and since citation is particularly tricky in continually changing multimodal contexts,
this conversation will crop up often. Do raise questions about citation in your particular projects
throughout the semester; we’ll all learn from figuring it out together.
Pavela, G. (1978). “Judicial review of academic decision making after Horowitz.” NOLPE School
Law Journal, 8(1), 55-75.
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Digital Course Components:
*WordPress Course Site: I will use our course site to post announcements, assignments,
resources, and other related content. The course syllabus and schedule are also available on
this site, which you are responsible for keeping up to date with. Feel free to follow the blog if
you prefer to receive e-mail updates when I post new entries (most likely homework
assignments and the like).
*Individual Course Blog: You will all need to create a course blog as well, either through
WordPress, Canva, Wix, or another website of your choice. Your blog will serve as a platform to
post your own thoughts on class readings as well as homework assignments. In addition, your
site will be attached to the course blogroll, so it will be public to both me and your classmates,
so be sure to keep that in mind when posting.
*E-mail: On occasion, I will send brief e-mails to your university e-mail addresses with
reminders, resources, and/or clarifications on assignments. I check my e-mail daily and usually
respond within one business day. Legally, I’m not permitted to give out or discuss grades via email, so if you’d like to discuss these matters, please set up a time to meet with me face to face
instead.
*Loanable Technology: If you don’t have the requisite software or hardware you feel like you
need to succeed in this class, you can check out select technologies from the University of
Denver campus libraries. If you’re struggling to come up with the necessary technological
resources to complete a project, please let me know ahead of time to the best you can.
University of Denver Writing Center:
The Writing Center offers individual and group writing support for all undergraduate and
graduate students, faculty, and staff at the University of Denver. Many students, even those
who are confident writers or are well into their academic programs, have questions about
writing. Working with peer consultants in the Writing Center can help them to develop or
refresh their habits and learn new strategies that they can take with them to future classes and
writing situations.
At a Glance:
•

All students can make appointments at du.mywconline.com for individual, 45-minute
consultations online in Zoom or in person on AAC 280 from Tuesday, March 29, through
Thursday, June 9. We will be closed for Memorial Day.

•

Consultations are available six days per week, including Sundays and evenings. Specific
hours and schedules will be available at du.mywconline.com.
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•

Our 27 peer consultants are graduate or advanced undergraduate students, with
graduate-level training in writing center practice, from a variety of fields of study.

•

Consultations are collaborative, non-evaluative, and learning oriented. We work with
students in live sessions and do not edit their work for them or provide comments on
drafts by email. Students can expect to be active participants in all sessions.

•

Our ePortfolio site includes a variety of writing resources; we are always updating this
site and are happy to develop or find resources in response to requests.

Sometimes students expect that they can email a draft for comments or that we will edit their
paper for them. In fact, we avoid one-time fixes and instead approach consultations as learning
situations; we work with students to help them learn to do more intentional work in their
writing. That work might include editing and proofreading, but it also includes a range of the
many other actions that fall under the umbrella of “writing”: understanding assignment
prompts, reading, planning and outlining, developing and refining research questions, using
evidence, integrating texts, analyzing and synthesizing, drafting, revising, building an argument,
learning to use a citation style, making decisions about code-meshing and language use, and
much more.
Students can bring academic, personal, professional, career-oriented, and creative writing to us
at any stage in their process, from the moment they receive an assignment prompt to the
moment they are putting the finishing touches on a paper. Whether they are working on an
academic paper, a speech, a discussion board post, or a study abroad application, they can find
support through our ePortfolio resources and our consultations.
Have you visited the University of Denver Writing Center before? If so, what was your
experience like?

Changes to Syllabus / Course Schedule:
This course syllabus and its corresponding schedule are subject to change. You will be notified
of any such changes in class and in writing (most likely through e-mail or the course website).
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Course Calendar
Unit One: Cultivating (Writing) Relationships
Week One

Reading

Assignment Due

Tuesday, September 13
—Course Introduction

---

Complete interactive syllabus
before first class meeting

Thursday, September 15
—How We Relate to Others

Mingus, “Pods and Pod Mapping
Worksheet”

Make a course blog and e-mail me
the link by the start of class

Week Two

Reading

Assignment Due

Tuesday, September 20
—A Brief Introduction to Literacy
and Rhetoric

Pritchard, Fashioning Lives: Black
Queers and the Politics of Literacy
(pp. 15-20)

---

**Pod Mapping assignment
introduced

Riley-Mukavetz, “Towards a
Cultural Rhetorics Methodology:
Making Research Matter with
Multi-Generational Women from
the Little Traverse Bay Band” (pp.
95-97)
Thursday, September 22
—Racism, Rhetoric, and
Storytelling

Martinez, Ch. 1, “A Case for
Counterstory.” Counterstory: The
Writing and Rhetoric of Critical
Race Theory (excerpts)

Blog Post #1 (remember, you only
need to complete four throughout
the term)

Week Three

Reading

Assignment Due

Tuesday, September 27
—What It Means to Be Answerable

Patel, Ch. 4, “Answerability.”
Decolonizing Educational Research:
From Ownership to Answerability
(pp. 71-83)

---

Thursday, September 29
—Relationality, Accountability, and
“Research”

Wilson, Ch. 6, “Relational
Accountability.” Research is
Ceremony: Indigenous Research
Methods (excerpts)

Pod mapping assignment due by
11.59p this evening
Blog Post #2 (remember, you only
need to complete four throughout
the term)
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Unit Two: Mutual Aid + Theory
Week Four

Reading

Assignment Due

Tuesday, October 4
—Systems of Power, Structures of
Oppression, Institutions of Control

Munshi and Willse, “Foreword.”
The Revolution Will Not Be Funded:
Beyond the Non-Profit Industrial
Complex (pp. xiii-xii)

---

**Power Analysis assignment
introduced

Thursday, October 6
—An Introduction to Mutual Aid

Spade, “Ch. 2: Solidarity Not
Charity.” Mutual Aid: Building
Solidarity During this Crisis (and the
Next) (pp. 21-30)
Kaba, “The System Isn’t Broken.”
We Do This ’Til We Free Us:
Abolitionist Organizing and
Transforming Justice (pp. 6-13)

Blog Post #3 (remember, you only
need to complete four throughout
the term)

Spade, “Ch. 1: Three Key Elements
of Mutual Aid.” Mutual Aid:
Building Solidarity During this Crisis
(and the Next) (pp. 9-20)

Week Five

Reading

Assignment Due

Tuesday, October 11
—Mutual Aid Across Turtle Island

Maynard and Simpson, Rehearsals
for Living (excerpts)

---

OR
Piepzna-Samarasinha, Care Work:
Dreaming Disability Justice (pick a
chapter that most interests you)
AND
Read a bit about your selected
mutual aid collective (see course
bibliography for site URLs)
Thursday, October 13
—Power Analysis Peer Response
Workshop

---

Be prepared to workshop a slice of
your Power Analysis and/or
reflective memo for peer response.
Blog Post #4 (remember, you only
need to complete four throughout
the term)
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Week Six

Reading

Assignment Due

Tuesday, October 18
—What’s Abolition Got to Do with
This?

Spend some time watching or
listening to one of the following
resources:

---

**Needs Analysis assignment
introduced

Hemphill, “Harm, Punishment, and
Abolition with Mariame Kaba.”
Finding Our Way Podcast
OR
Gilmore and LaDuke, “Beyond
Pipelines and Prisons:
Infrastructures of Abolition with
Ruth Wilson Gilmore and Winona
LaDuke.” (YouTube)
OR
Spade, Kaba, and Dixon, “We Keep
Each Other Safe: Mutual Aid for
Survival and Solidarity.” (YouTube)

Thursday, October 20
—Exploring Collective Dynamics in
the Context of Mutual Aid Work

---

Power Analysis assignment due by
11.59p this evening
Blog Post #5 (remember, you only
need to complete four throughout
the term)
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Unit Three: Mutual Aid + Praxis
Week Seven

Reading

Assignment Due

Tuesday, October 25
—The Situated Work of Mutual Aid

Spade, “Ch. 5: No Masters, No
Flakes.” Mutual Aid: Building
Solidarity During this Crisis (and the
Next) (excerpts)

---

---

Be prepared to workshop a slice of
your Needs Analysis and/or
reflective memo for peer response.

**Solidarity Campaign assignment
introduced
Thursday, October 27
—Needs Analysis Peer Response
Workshop

Blog Post #6 (remember, you only
need to complete four throughout
the term)

Week Eight

Reading

Assignment Due

Tuesday, November 1
—Harm and Returning to
Accountability

Thom, “What to Do When You
Have Been Abusive”

---

Thursday, November 3
—(Re)Exploring Collective
Dynamics in the Context of Mutual
Aid Work

Spade, “Mutual Aid Workshop
Materials” (skim through these in
advance of today’s classroom
activities)

Needs Analysis assignment due by
11.59p this evening

Week Nine

Reading

Assignment Due

Tuesday, November 8
—Pathways Toward
Transformative Justice

Mingus, “Transformative Justice: A
Brief Description”

---

Thursday, November 10
—Mutual Aid and Community
Facilitation

Kaba and Hassan, Fumbling Toward
Repair: A Workbook for Community
Accountability Facilitators (select

Blog Post #7 (remember, you only
need to complete four throughout
the term)

Dixon and Piepzna-Samarasinha,
Beyond Survival: Strategies and
Stories from the Transformative
Justice Movement (pick a chapter
that most interests you)
Blog Post #8 (remember, you only
need to complete four throughout
the term)
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and read through a workbook
activity for today)

Week Ten

Reading

Assignment Due

Tuesday, November 15
—Solidarity Campaign Peer
Response and Workshop I

---

---

Thursday, November 17
—Solidarity Campaign Peer
Response and Workshop II

---

---

** You will share your solidarity campaign presentations with the class and our broader communities during the
Autumn Quarter’s final exam period on November 22. We’ll discuss what this day will look like later in the quarter.
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